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NAP (England) 2018 to 2023
NE10 - 4. Woodlands are more
resilient to natural hazards
This is about making sure that
contingency planning and prevention
training is delivered to the right people
in order to ensure resilient woodlands
when faced, for example, with an
increasing threat of wildfires.
NAP Actions - Forestry Commission:
•
Provide wildfire prevention training
to Fire and Rescue Services and
Land Managers using the UK
Forestry Standard’s Practice Guide
Building Wildfire Resilience into
Forest Management Planning
•
Working with research partners,
develop a forestland wildfire risk
and fuel map at the landscape
scale level
•
Enhance wildfire prediction
systems to improve
preparedness in advance of
wildfire incidents on forestland
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Next steps for Wildfire Danger Assessment in
the UK
November 2018

Aim of briefing note
• Defines possible
development of a UK Fire
Danger Rating System (UK
FDRS)
• Shows the need for the
development of a fire
danger assessment tool
that encompasses the
needs of the whole wildfire
community
• Clearly set out what options
should now be considered.
• Explore alternative paths
for its implementation and
discuss the associated scale
of costs and risks.
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Footer text

Summary
• There is general agreement that a UK specific wildfire danger prediction tool
that will contribute to effective wildfire management, both for long
term planning and short-term response is urgently required.
• In this short project fire stakeholders across the UK were asked what their
needs would be for a wildfire danger prediction tool in the UK as recent
research and comment has shown that the current FWI does not
correspond well with recently collected fire statistics.
• The next steps will depend on the interest from the wildfire
community, land managers and other stakeholders and the extent of
funding available.
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Short term options and how to achieve short term
benefits
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Present FWI
weakness

Short term option

Risks

Restricted to England and Wales
on MOFSI website

Option 1. Extend FWI website
to the whole of the UK

Exceptional rating still too
infrequent; UK fuel types and
seasonality not considered
appropriately.

Present threshold is not
appropriate for some UK fuel
types

Option 2. Option 1 + Use of
percentile approach

UK fuel types and seasonality
not considered appropriately.

Lack of FWI information to
experts to see if there are
weaknesses in daily algorithm
calculations and assessments

Option 3. Option 1 + Release
FWI component indices to
enable users to factor in local
conditions

Requires local interpretations to
be of use by Wildfire Analysts

UK fuel types and seasonality
not considered appropriately.

Option 4. Option 1 +
Improve/differentiate spring
and summer predictions

All UK fuel types not considered
appropriately.

Higher spatial resolution is
required for emergency
responders and land managers

Option 5. Option 1 + Increase
spatial resolution from present
10x10 km to 2x2km

Exceptional rating still too
infrequent; UK fuel types and
seasonality not considered
appropriately; risk of too
complicated system.

Footer text

Long term solutions
1. Research to map and characterise fuel types – needed for all
approaches below
2. Option 1 + Individual calibration of the FWI for UK fuel types
3a. Option 1 + Incorporating the FBP from previous research in
Canada
3b. Option 1 + Creating & Incorporating a FBP for the UK fuels
4. Extra: Adoption & modification of Canadian Forest Fire Danger
Rating System (CFFDRS) by New Zealand (SCION)
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Recommendations
Short term: One or a combination of the options presented in Short-term should be implemented, depending on
the appetite and funding possibilities.
Medium term: An organization should take this report and the information gained from it one step further and
set up a process and body that will interpret the FWI/MOFSI output into targeted warnings. At this point,
warnings should start being disseminated through a joined-up United Kingdom platform.
Longer term: One or a combination of the options presented in Long-term should be implemented, depending
on the appetite, resource and funding possibilities.
•

•

•
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Fuel maps should be developed for the UK, and then used for wildfire warnings either through the
incorporation of an FBP System component (either by creating a uniquely UK one or borrowing from the
Canadians, New Zealanders, Australians, etc.), or through individual calibration of the FWI System
components for each fuel type.
We also recommend a better calibration of the FWI System through a better calibration and perhaps the
modification or replacement of the underlying equations, especially for the DC component (for peatland fire
danger).
Incorporating more components of the CFFDRS such as the Fire Occurrence Prediction (FOP) could also be a
promising option.
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NERC Highlight Topic (HT) 2019

B. Understanding the likelihood and
impact of UK wildfires

NERC HT Wildfire Objective
The Highlight Topic will provide
underpinning science and model
development to quantify
wildfire likelihood, impact and
risk for the UK and similar
highly-populated, intensively
managed regions.
This scientific underpinning will
enable development of tools for
the effective management of
fires, and will support risk
assessment, wildfire resilience
and climate change adaptation
measures.
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NERC HT: Scientific advances
1. Understanding fuel characteristics and fire behaviour for
heterogeneous UK fuels and complex land cover mosaics,
especially at the rural-urban interface in European weather
conditions.
2. Developing a probabilistic understanding of human influence
on ignition and factors influencing decisions on FRS response
in areas of different socioeconomic status.
3. Incorporating assets and populations at risk to assess
potential impact on critical national infrastructure, natural
capital and communities (in terms of direct fire damage and
public health impacts).
4. Developing fit-for-purpose model outputs.
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Daily Hazard Assessment challenges and
suggested solutions

Daily Hazard Assessment
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•

YELLOW Wildfire Alert 11th May 2018
to 31st May 2018

•

AMBER Wildfire Alert 22nd May and
27th to 28th May 2018

•

YELLOW Wildfire Alert 8th June 2018
to 14th June 2018

•

AMBER Wildfire Alert from 22nd
June 2018 to 29th July 2019 – 6
week duration including 2
declared Major Incidents

•

YELLOW Wildfire Alert 29th July 2018
to 12th August 2019

•

YELLOW Wildfire Alert 16th to 20th
September 2018

Little Marlow Case Study

Present and future assessment
Colour
State

DHA Wildfire
definition

Green

Elevated wildfire
conditions not
forecasted (low risk of
wildfires)

Not used

Yellow

Elevated wildfire
conditions (likelihood
of manageable
wildfires) forecast.

Proactively based on
MOFSI automatic
algorithm, however
has limitations e.g.
Feb 2019 required
manual activation

Amber

Severe wildfire
conditions (likelihood
of difficult to control
wildfires) forecast.

Based on feedback
from wildfire analysts
and other sources
therefore reactive

Red
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High confidence of
severely disruptive
wildfire(s)

Present situation

No RED Wildfire
assessment presently
used or defined in
DHA

Suggested
approach

Proactive based on
FWI automatic
algorithm as per
short and long term
options and
recommendations in
‘Next steps for
Wildfire Danger
Assessment in the
UK’ (2018).

Define and use a
RED Wildfire
assessment and
reactively activate
using input from
Wildfire Analysts and
other sources
Footer text

Support for the Wildfire Analyst
What to Wildfire Analysts
(WA) do?
Specialist who understand wildfire
meteorology and wildfire incidents,
which unofficially provide skills and
experience, to Met Office and
government during periods of
wildfire risk and to help identify
and solve challenges.
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What information to Wildfire
Analysts (WA) need?
• Requires daily detailed Fire
Weather Index (FWI)
component data of known
locations via email to help Met
Office assess present AMBER
and future RED assessments
for Daily Hazard Assessment.
• FWI Components are:
• Initial Spread Index (ISI)
including Fine Fuel Moisture
Code (FFMC) and wind
data.
• Build Up Index (BUI)
including Duff Moisture
Code (DMC) and Drought
Code (DC).
• Official recognition and
communication with Met Office
EMARC.
Footer text
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